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Minor Curricular Change

1. Details:
   a. Change requested in prerequisite for Patterns in Nature II: Projects in Calculus and Physics (4901.315)

   From:
   (none listed)

   To:
   1703.305 Patterns in Nature I: Visual Geometry (1703.305)

   b. Sponsors: K. Magee-Sauer, Coordinator of Liberal Studies Math/Science Specialization

2. Rationale:
   a. Need:
      Patterns in Nature II is the sequel course for Patterns in Nature I. Furthermore, Patterns in Nature II is an interdisciplinary course drawing on the lower level knowledge obtained throughout the first two years of study in the Liberal Studies Math/Science specialization. Currently, (by oversight), no pre-requisite is listed in the catalog. Patterns in Nature I has as its pre-requisites the lower level math and science courses needed for interdisciplinary study at the upper level.

   b. Curricular Effect:
      No added effect. This change is correcting an oversight.

3. Results of Consultations:
   a. Dr. Ron Czochor, Chair of Mathematics
   b. Dr. Robert Newland, Chair of Chemistry and Physics
Thank you for correcting the oversight in the prerequisites for this course. I completely support the addition of Patterns in Nature I as a prerequisite for Patterns in Nature II. Students need the mathematical maturity that the study of geometry in the first course provides. Without it, the study of calculus in the second course would be much more difficult.
From: Robert Newland
To: Rosemarie Wiest
Date: 2/20/01 10:50AM
Subject: consultations about curricular changes

I support the change in the pre-requisite for the Patterns in Nature II course (proposal 00-01-714). The study of the topics presented in Patterns I and its pre-requisites will help ensure the students have the mathematical skills and lower level knowledge needed for interdisciplinary study at the upper level.

I also support the addition of Chemistry of Everyday Life as the pre-requisite for Essentials of Biology (00-01-713). The Essentials of Biology course assumes the student has a background in chemistry.

Robert J. Newland, Ph.D.
Professor and Chair
Dept. of Chemistry & Physics
Rowan University
201 Mullica Hill Rd.
Glassboro, NJ 08028-1701
Voice: 856-256-4856
FAX: 856-256-4478